Avoidable patterns on two letters  by Schmidt, Ursula
t 
During the last years, several papers have considered combinatorial properties 
of words in connection with the occurrence of subwords of a special form. For 
example, some papers were devoted to the study of the generation of square-f= 
or overlap-free words (Befstel [3,5], Lothaire [7]), othefs to their deterlgination 
and factorization (Crochemore [6], Main, Lorentz [8], Restivo, Salemi [lo]). We 
are interested in a more general problem inmduced in 1979 by Bean, Ehrenfeucht, 
McNulty [2], namely the study of so-called avoidable pattm. 
It is possible to formulate the problem of unavoidable pa@zns as follows: We 
say that a word w divides a word tl if there exists a nonerasing homomorphism h 
such that h(w) is a subword of TV The word w is avoidable (respectively avoidable 
on an alphabet A with m letters) if there exists an infinite word on a finite alphabet 
(respectively on an alphabet A with m letters) which is not divisible by w. The 
opposite of avoidable is unavoidable (or in Zimin’s terminology [rs]: blocking). In 
this paper, we study the minimal alphabet A on which words on an alphabet E 
with two or three letters are avoidable. 
If a pattern p on an n-letter alphabet is avoidable on an m-letter alphabet for 
some nr, let s(p) be the minimal such m Bean, Ehrenfeucht, McNulty [2] and 
Zimin 1151 gave implicit upper bounds for s(p) which are expmenlial in pt. The 
explicit bounds discussed in Baker, McNulty, ‘Taylor [I] are linear in n. 
this leads to s(p) 6 32 for n = 2. 
* ‘Ibis article was done while the author visited LITP, Univmiti Pierre et Marie Curre, Paris. 
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We present a sharp bound for alphabets of cardinality 2: We show that in the 
case of patterns on a 2-letter alphabet E we have s(p) = 2 for nearly all patterns. 
More precisely, we prove that each word on E of length at least 2 = 13 is avoidable 
r alphabet. The proof is based essentially on two results: First, each 
em containing an overlapping factor is avoidable by the infinite word of Thue- 
orse; secondly, each pattern without overlapping factors is avoidable by the infinite 
word of Fibonacci. Furthermore, we make some remarks about 4 and we discuss 
s(p) explicitly for short patterns p on a %-letter and a 3-letter alphabet. 
We present he main theorems in Section 3, which follows the definition section. 
Section 4 contains the proofs. In Section 5 we give some remarks on words on a 
3-letter alphabet. 
2. Preliminaries 
We denote by A* (respectively A+) the free monoid {respectively semigroup) 
generated by the alphabet A. The elements of A* and A+ are called words. The 
cardinal@ of the alphabet A is denoted by IAI. 
We say that w is a su~word of the word u if there are words w1 and w2 such that 
tl = w1 ww2. We denote by F(u) the set of all subwords of u. If w = ala2. . . a,,, with 
a,eA for all i=l,..., n, then ~-=a,,... a, is the reversal of w. The number of 
occurrences of a letter a in a word w is defined by Iwlo = I{( wl, w2) I w = wlaw2, 
wl, w2 E A*)l. The length of a word w is denoted by Iwl. For any word w and any 
natural number S wk is defined so that w” is the empty word and wk+* = w&w. 
Let A and E be alphabets. A homomorphism h : E * + A* is nonerasing if Ih( e)la 1 
for each e E E. 
Let p E E *9 u E A*. The word p divides u (or u is diz@ble by p) if there exists a 
nonerasing homomorphism h : E * + A* such that h(p) is a subword of 01. We also 
call p a pattern and h(p) an instance of pe 
Example (E = (x, y}, A = {a, 6, c}). 
Q ababaab is an instance of xxyx, so xxyx divides aababaabab. 
l x2 does not divide abcacbabcab. 
If p does not divide u, we say also that u avoids p. Clearly, if u avoids p, then 
each subword of u also avoids p. 
If u avoids x2 (respectively x3), we say that u is square-free (respectively cube-free). 
Let A be an alphabet with m letters. The pattern p is avoidable on the m-letter 
alphabet or m-avoidable if there exists an infinite set P: of words on A which avoid 
p. We say that p is avoidable provided there exists a finite alphabet A such that p 
is avoidable on A. Otherwise, p is called unavoidable. In other words, p is unavoidable 
if each infinite set of words on a finite alphabet contains a word divisible by p. 
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An injinite word on A is a mapping x : N + A, denoted by x = x1x2.  . x,,. . . , where 
&I = x(n). So we can conclude that p is avoidable if and only if there exists an 
infinite word x on a finite alphabet such that x avoids p. 
Example (E = {x, y}). 
(1) xyx is unavoidable 
(2) x2 is not avoidable on A = {a, 6) since the only square-free words on A are 
a, b, ab, ba, aba and bab; but Thue [13] found an infinite square-free word on a 
34etter alphabet, so x2 is avoidable. 
(3) x2 is 2-avoidable [133. 
Clearly, if p is m-avoidable, then it is k-avoidable for all k > m. 
Since the composition of two nonerasing homomorphisms i also a nonerasing 
homomorphism, the division is a transitive relation (it is also reflexive, but neither 
symmetrical nor antisymmetrical). This gives us the following property. 
Property 2.1. Letp and u be words onjktite alphabets. Ifp divides u andp is m-avoidable, 
then u is also m-avoidable. 
In particular, all words containing a square are 3-avoidable. So we can state the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let E = {x, y}, p E E*. If 1 pI 2 4, then p is avoidable. 
Bean, Ehrenfeucht, McNulty [2], and independently Zimin [lS] showed that a 
doubled word is avoidable; a doubled word is defined as a word where each letter 
occurring in it occurs at least twice. One can a&m by induction on n that every 
word of length at least 2” on an n-letter alphabet contains a doubled word of length 
at most 2” as a subword. Therefore, we have the following general version of 
Lemma 2.2. 
Theorem 2.3. (Bear,, Ehrenfeucht, McNulty 123, Zimin [ 151). Let p E E *, 1 E I= n. Jf’ 
IpI 3 2”, then p is avoidable. 
Two other properties of avoidable words are easily verified. 
Property 2.4. A pattern p E E * is avoidable if and only if a(p) is avoidable, where 
u : E + E is an arbitrary permutation of the letters of E, or, more generally, Q: El + E2 
is an arbitrary bijection of the letters of E, onto the letters of E2. 
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Pmpty 2.5. A pattern p is avoidable if and only ifits reversal p- is also avoidable. 
Therefore, we ILZY ansider avoidable or unavoidable patterns up to permutatiots 
aud reversal. 
We denote by s : E *+ N the function defined by 
s: E”+N, s(p) = min(m ( p is m-avoidable}. 
For p unavoidable we set s(p) = 00. 
Exalnpk s(+) = 00, s(x2) = 3. 
Clearly, no word is I-avoidable, so s(p) a 2 for all p and all E. Now, from 
Lemma 2.2 and the last two examples we get the following proposition. 
Prqodtion 2.6. Let E = {r y}. Ifp E E+ is avoidable, then s(p) 6 3. 
3. Results 
Our aim is to investigate the patterns on the a-letter alphabet E = {x, y). In 
particular, we wish to know which of them are 2=avoidable, i.e., we are looking for 
patterns p c E* with s(p) = 2. 
We start this section with our main theorem which gives a very precise answer 
to this question. The rest of this section is composed of two parts: First, we give 
some results which allow to establish that “nearly all” words on E are 2-avoidable 
(Theorem 3.9); then we set out some other theorems such that the main theorem 
will be a consequence of them. 
Let us state our main theorem. 
TIworwu 3.1. All worrls p E E’, E = {x, y}, of length at least 13 are 2.avoidable. 
We pursue with some notations and results by Thue 113,141. Let A = {a, 6). The 
homomorphism p : A++ A-’ is defined by 
p(a) = a& p(b) = ba. 
When itsrating this homomorphism, we get two sequences of words: 
u, = run(a), v,t = $‘(b). 
These words are called w&s of Thue-Morse. They are related by the formulas 
U n+l = U&3 &+I = Wn (n 30). 
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The first elements of the sequences are 
u0=4 00" 6, 
ul= ab, Up1 = k 
u2 = abba, 02 = baa& 
u3 = abbabaab, rr3 = haababba, 
u4 = abbabaabbaababba, v4= baababbaabbabaab. 
By further iteration, p generates an infinite word $“(a) which is called the k&k 
word of Thue-Morse and is denoted bjr m: 
m = $“(a) = abbabaabba&abbabaababba.. e . 
Theorem 3.2 (Thue [13,14]). me word m avoids x3 and xyxy~ 
Words avoiding the pattern .xyxp are called overlapfme. So 
following corollary. 
we can deduce the 
Corollary 3.3. Each word containing m overlapping factor or a cube is 24 x&&able. 
Now it remains to examine overlap-free words. Restivo and Salemi [lo] found a 
very precise factorization, for which we need some further notations. 
Let A, = {a”, b,,} be a pair of words on A+ inductively defined by 
a0=4 bU= 6, 
a n+l = a,b,b”a,, b,+, = b,n,a,,b, (na0). 
For example, we have 
a1 = abba, 
a2 = abbabaabbaababba, 
The elements of A,, are related to 
a, = uzn, 6, = ~2~ 
bi = kab, 
6* = baababbaabbabaab. 
the words of Thue-Morse by the formulas 
(n 2 0). 
For n 2 0, we define G, (respectively 0,) as the set of left (respectively right) 
borders of order n: 
b,,bnanr a,a,,b,,a,, a b a b b a b a n n n n9. n n n n9 b&,,a&,J 
O,=Gn’={W-IWEG,). 
We note A~={w=wl...wi~wk~An, lsksi}. 
Now we can give the result of Restivo and Salemi [lo]. 
. . .- 
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Theorem 3.4. Let w E E* be an overlap-free word. 7here exists an integer k 3 0 such 
that w can be factorized as follows: 
w=gOgl...gk_lud~_l...dldo, 
wheregiEGi, ditSDi,Osisk-1 anduEUi& A:, and this factorization is unique. 
This theorem states that the “central part” u of a finite overlap-free word is a 
subword of the infinite word m of ‘Ihue-Morse, whereas the “borders” have a 
different structure. 
Since the words gj, dj, O+j s k - 1, and u have bounded length, we may state 
the following corollary, using the word Ui of Thue-Morse. 
Corollary 3.5. For all i E N, there exists a Ci E N such that each overlap-free word on 
E of length at least Ci contains ui as a subword. 
Recall that U2i = ai and that hi+1 = aibi. 
We define 0,: A -, E to be the bijection 
oo(a) =x, HOW = Y- 
Now, if we find i such that Oo(ui) is a-avoidable, then we can deduce that “nearly 
all” overlap-free words are 2-avoidable. Clearly, i 2 1. As each word on A of length 
11 contains an instance of xyyx, the pattern ao( u2) is not 2-avoidable, either. 
We continue with go(uJ), and we are able to establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. ‘I?he pattern uo( uj) = xyyxyxxy is 2-avoidable. 
In fact, this is a corollary to the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. 7%e infinite word f of Fibonacci avoids xyyxyxxy. 
We use the following characterization off: Let A = {a, b}. The homomorphism 
4 : A++ A+ is defined by 
444 = ab, b(b) = a. 
The first elements of the sequence +“(a) are 
9’(a) = a, 
&(a) = ab, 
#2(a) = aba, 
#3(a) = abaab, 
+4(a) = abaababa, 
#(a) = abaababaabaab, 
&“(a) = abaababaabaababaababa. 
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By further iteration, 4 generates an infinite word +“(a) which is called the infinite 
word f of Fibonacci: 
f = &“(a) = abaababaabaababaababaabaababaabaababaababa.. . . . 
As a consequence of Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, we have this corollary. 
Corollary 3.8. Each overlap-free pattern p E E+ of length at least c3 is 2-avoidable. 
We put Corollaries 3.3 and 3.8 together to give the following result. 
Theorem 3.9. For 1 E I= 2, each pattern on E+ which is “long enough” is 2-avoidable. 
Now, in the second part of this section, we will specify what is “long enocgh”, 
vaguely called c3 in Corollary 3.8. Since lgil = ldil S 4i+1 and 2 l 4k s 11 l 4k, we could 
state without further reflections that 
c,=max 
{ 
lgol+Igll+Idol+ldlllgiE Gi,dieDi, i=l,2, and UE 6 AJ , 
i=2 I 
that is, c3 = 216. Thie is a very large bound. So one should reason about the structure 
of the gi, di and u for obtaining a smaller number. 
We found it more interesting to consider the proof of Theorem 3.7 and to apply 
its method to another subword of the infinite word of Thue-Morse. This led to the 
following result. 
Theorem 3.10. The infinite word f of Fibonacci avoids xyyxxyyx. 
The word a-‘(xyy=yyx) =abbaabba is a subword of the fourth word v4 of 
Thue-Morse. We state as a consequence this corollary. 
Corollary 3.11. The pattern xyyxxyyx is 2-avoidable. 
Let X = {x3, xyxyx, xyyxyxxy, (xyyx)‘}; X c E+. The set X is a set of 2-avoidable 
words, and we know that each word on E which is “long enough” is divisible by 
an x E X. So we may look for a minimal 1 E N such that all words on E with length 
1 are divisible by an x E X We are able to state the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.12. For all words p E E+ of length at least 13 there exists an x E X such 
that p is divisible by x. 
Now Theorem 3.1 is a consequence of Theorem 3.12. 
Remark 3.13. It is not known whether this bound is optimal, i.e., whether there 
exists an 1 E N, 1 < 13, such that each w E E+ with 1 WI 3 I is 2-avoidable. 
The following statement will be proved in Section 5. 
Proposition 3.10, s(x*yx*) = 3. 
Corollsrly 3.15. For the bound 1 in Remark 3.13 it holds that 1~ 5. 
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4. Proofs 
The interesting results are Theorems 3.7,3.10 and 3.12. We start this section with 
recalling some properties of the subwords of the infinite word f of Fibonacci. 
Let E={x,y}, A={a,b); let &A+ + A+ be the homomorphism generating JI 
F(f) the set of all subwords of J 
The set 4(A) ={a, ab} is a suffix code. So one can apply 4-l to each word 
u E {a, ab}*. But &-l(u) is not necessarily a subword off if u is a subword of J: 
Example. abaa E F( f ), d-‘(abaa) = abb e F(f) and ababa c F(f), #-‘(ababa) = 
aabE F(f). 
We can state the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let u E F(f), 1241 a 2. If u = au’b, then 4-*(u) E F(f). 
Proposition 4.2 (Seebold [12]). The words b*, a3, babab, aabaabaa re not subwords 
off: 
A word w E A* is a conjugate of a word W’E -4” if there exist u, ZI E A* such that 
w=uv and w’=vu. 
Proposition 4.3 (SCebold [121). If u* E F( f ), then there exists a U’E A+ such that u 
is a conjugate of u’, and tt.*re exists an n E N such that u’= &‘(a). 
A complete proof of this proposition is given in [ 111. 
Proposition 4.4. (Berstel [4]). If u E F( f ), then us E F( f ). 
Now we will give the proof of Theorem 3.7, making use of Propositions 4.1 to 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. We will show that the following claim holds. 
Claim. The inJinite word f does not contain a word of the form w = uvvuvuuvI , where 
vI is the preJix of v of length Iv1 - 1, i.e., v1 equals the word v without its last letter. 
This claim implies that f does not contain a word of the form uvvuvuuv; that 
means f avoids xyyxyxxy. 
Proof of the claim. Suppose that f contains a word of the form UVVUVUMV~. Hence, 
u*, v* and (uv)* are supposed to be subwords of $ Proposition 4.3 implies that there 
exist r, s, t E N such that 
IUI = WIdI, I4 = l4YdI, lvul= l#(a>l. 
Hence t=r+s,and s=r+l or s=r-1. 
Without loss of generality, let lul= I4’(a)I, Iv1 = I#‘-‘(a)I. Now, the proof is made 
by induction on r. 
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If r= 2, i.e., iv1 = I and lul=2, then v = a by Proposition 4.2. Let u = a,a2, 
ez, ,a2 E A; then 
w = a1a2aaala2aala2ala2. 
Since a3 e F( f ), we get a1 = a2 - 6. One deduces that b4 E F( f ); this is a contradiction 
to Proposition 4.2. 
’ This establishes the basis of induction. Now we explicitly state the induction 
hypothesis. 
Hypothesis of induction. For all k E N, k G r, and for each pair of words (u, v), where 
Id = 14”“WI and 14 = I!bWl, we have that w = uvvuvuuvI is not a subword off; 
where vl is the pre& of v of length Iv1 - 1. 
Now we prove the claim for r + 1 by contradiction. Suppose w = uvvuv~uv~ E F( f ), 
where IuI = I#“(a)I, Iv1 = I#(a)I. We distinguish four cases depending on whether 
the first letter of u respectively v is a or 6. 
In what follows, we distinguish, in the first case, again four subcases depending 
on whether the last letter of u respectively v is a or b; next, we reduce Case 2 to 
Case 1 by taking the reversal; and, finally, we bring Cases 3 and 4 back to Case 1 
by shifting w with one letter to the left. 
Case 1: u and v begin with letter a. 
(ar) u and v end with letter a. Let u = au’s, v = av’a; then 
w = au’aav’aav’aa,u’aa_u’aa,u’aau’aav’. 
1 
The subword indicated by 1 implies that u’ and v’ end with b. Set u’ = aau’, u^ =au’, 
u’= aav:. Now 
A------- 
W= uvvuvuuv. (*i 
Hence, w begins with a and ends with b, as i& 8, u’ do. Hence, these words satisfy 
the conditions of Proposition 4.1; it follows that 
+-l(w), +-‘(a), K’(fi), K’(u’) E F(f ). 
Set zl = 9_‘(G), z = +-‘(u’), z’= +-‘(v’). One has 
4-‘(w) = 21 z’z’zz’zzz’, 
where z1 is the suffix of z of length lzl - 1. According to Propositiori 4.4, (4~*( w))- E 
F(f); furthermore, Proposition 4.3 implies lzl= l#(a>l and Iz’I == iK’(a)l; this is 
, 
a contradiction to the induction hypothesis. 
(p) u ends with a, v with 6. Hence, u = au’s, v = av’b, v, = av’  
a. We have Iv+ 0; otherwise, babab would be a subword of 
contradiction to Proposition 4.2. 
(i) If wb E F(f ), we have 
an.1 U’ ends with 
w, hen&X of Js a 
wb = au’aav’bvuvau’aau’av’b. 
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So let u’= bu”b, v’ = bv”; hence, 
wb = abu”ba( abv”b)*abu”baabv”b( a u”ba)*abv”b. -_ 
It follows that tjb-‘( wb) c F( f ). Set z = &-‘(abu’ba), z’ = &-‘( abv’b), then 
t$--‘( wb) = zz’z’zz’zzz’. 
Proposition 4.3 implies that Izl= I&‘(a)1 and lz’l= I#“(a)I. But it follows from the 
induction hypothesis that ZZ’Z’ZZ’ZZZ’~ F( f ), hence 4-‘( wb) e F( f ), a contradiction. 
(ii) If wa E F(f), let u’= bu”b; hence, u = abu”ba. Let v’ = v’a; hence, v = av’ab 
and vl-  av’a. we have Iv1 2 3; hence, Iv’l a 0. It follows that 
wa = uvav”abab u”bavuuav”aa. 
If lvQl = lu’l = 0, then a3 is a subword off as a suffix of wa; this is a contradiction 
to Proposition 4.2. If lvQl > 0, and hence the last letter of v’ is 6, one has babab as 
a subword of J a contradiction. 
(y) u ends with 6, v ends with a. Hence, u = au’b, v = av’a, and 
w = au’ba v’aa v’aau’bav’ aau’b au’bav’ 
2 1 
1 implies uf = Wa, hence u = abu’ab; 
2 implies v* = v’b, hence v = av”ba. 
SO, +-I( W) E F( f ). Set 2: = #-I( u), z: = &-‘(au’), z’ = +-l(v). The word zi equals 
z’ without its last letter. Now, 
Cp-‘( w) = zz’z’zz’zz& 
where lzl= I+‘( a)l, 12’1 = I#‘-‘( a)l; th is contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
(6) u and v end with 6. Hence, u = au’b, v = av’b. Now, u = au’ab, v = ag”av, and 
01 = av”a. 
(i) If wb c F( f ), then +-‘(wb) E F( f ), and 4-‘( wb) has the form zz’z’zz’zzz’, 
where Izl= I#(a)I and Iz’I = I#-‘(a$ a contradiction. 
(ii) If wa E F( f ), then v’ ends with b since v’aa is a suffix of wa. Set z = #-‘(u), 
z’= d-‘(v), and zi = #-‘(au”). Then zl, equals z’ without its last letter. We have 
w I = uvvuvuuav”, 
and +-I( w’) E F(f). Furthermore, 
4-‘( w’) = zz’z’zz’zzz; 
. 
and Izl= l#(a)i and lz’l= I+‘-‘(a& a contradiction to the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2: u begins with letter a, v with letter 6. Now v*, uv E F( f ), hence u, v end 
with a. Let u = au’a, v = bv’a; then 
w = au’abv’abv’aau’abv’aau’aa u’abv’. 
It follows that u’ and v’ end with letter 6. Set i? = au, ii = aau’, ij = ah’; then 
A-,,,,,, 
w = uvvuvuuv, 
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where 6, u’ and 8 begin with letter a and end with letter b. These are the conditions 
of case (*) (see Case l(a)). 
Case 3: u begins with letter b, v with letter a. Now vu, u2 are subwords of w; hence, 
vu, u2 E F( f ); it follows that u and v end with a. Let u = bu’a and v = av’a; then 
w = bu’aav’aav’abu’aav’abu’abu’aav’. 
Hence, aw E F(f ). Set is = abu’, 6 = aav’; then 
______-- aw = uvvuvuuv, 
where fi, 8 begin both with letter a. So this is Case 1. 
Case 4: u and v begin with letter b. It follows that u and v I=nd with letter a, and 
aw E F( f ). Let u = bu’a, v = bv’a; now, set u’ = abu’, u’ = abv’; then 
______-_ aw = uvvuvuuv, 
where u’ and v’ begin with letter a. So this is also Case 1. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. We will show that the following claim holds. 
Claim. The injnite word f does not contain a word of the form w = uvvuuvvul where 
u1 is theprejEx of u of length lul- 1. 
This claim implies that f does not contain a word of the form (UVVU)~; that means 
f avoids (xyyx)‘. 
Proof of the claim. Suppose that f contains a word of the form uvvuu~ul. In 
particular, u2 and v2 are supposed to be subwords of J: It follows by Proposition 
4.3 that there exist r, s E N such that 
Id= b’WI and Iv1 = I#<a)I. 
This time, there exists no relation between lul and Iv1 with respect o I&( a)l, so the 
proof is made by induction on r and s. 
(i) If r = I and Iv1 = I@(a)I, th en u = a and w = avvaavv. Proposition 4.2 implies 
that v begins and ends with b. Since v2 is a subword of w, so b2 E F( f ); a contradiction 
to Proposition 4.2. 
(ii) By symmetry, the case s - 1 and I ul = 14 ‘( a)1 leads also to a contradiction. 
This is the basis of the induction. 
Hypothesis of induction. For all integer k, , k2 - < r, s and for all pairs of words (u, v), 
where IuI = (&a)1 and lvl= I@(a)l, h t e word w = uvvuuvvu, is not a subword ofJ 
where u1 is the preJix of u of length Iul - I. 
Now we prove the claim for r + 1 and s by contradiction. 
Suppose that w = uvvuuvvul E F(f), where lul = I+‘+*(a>I, Iv1 = I+“(a)I. 
Case 1: The words u and v begin with letter a. We may shorten this part of the 
proof remembering the reasoning of the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
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One factorizes w before letter a to form +-l(w): 
U V V U U v V u1 
p Ia Ia Ia IQ Ia Ia 14 
I I I I I I I I 1 
Hence, +-l(w) = zz’z’zzz’z’~, where z = #-l(u), z’ = cjF’(v) and z^ = 4-)( u,). Since 
IUI = I@+‘(a)1 and Ivl= l~“(~)I, one has IzI=l+‘(a)l and lz’l =I+“-‘<u)I. It remains 
to show that the prefix z1 of z^ of length lzl - 1 is a prefix of z and that +-l(zl) E I. 
The word u does not end with u2 since 03e F(f). 
If u ends with ba, then z ends with ab, and ul ends with 6. It follows that 
z^ =4-‘(u,) E F(f), and z^ ends with a. Hence, z^ equals z without its last letter, 
and z1 = 2 
If u ends with ab, then z ends with a and u1 ends with u. Now it is sufficient o 
consider the lengths of the words. We have Izl = 121, and the prefix of z of length 
lzl- 1 equals the prefix z1 of z^ of length lzl - 1. Let u = u’ab. Now z1 = @-I( u’) E 
F(f )- 
Case 2: The word u begins with a, v with b. Since v2, uv E F( f ), the words u and 
end with b. Let u = auk, v = bv’a; then 
w = au’abv’abv’aau’aa u’abv’abv’aau’. 
Hence, u’ and v’ end with b. Set z1 = +-‘(a~‘) and z’ = #-I( abv’). Then 
4-‘(w) = zIz’z’bzlbzlz’z’bz, =z,z’z’zzz’z’z, 
where z = bz’, and z’ equals z without its first letter. If 4-‘(w) E F(f), then 
(+-l(w))- E F(f) by Proposition 4.4. This contradicts the hypothesis. 
Case 3: Trhe word u begins with b, v with a. Hence, aw E F(f ), and u and v end 
with a. Let u = bu’a, v = av’a. Set u’ = abu’, 6 = aav’. Then 
aw = ( CiWiQ2, 
where ti and 0’ both begin with letter a. But this is Case 1. 
Case 4: u and v begin with the letter b. Then aw E F( f ). Set u’ = abu’ and u’ = abv’; 
then continue as in Case 3. 
In an analogous way, one shows that the claim is true for lul= I+‘<u)I, [VI = 
I4”“WI l q 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. We want to show that all words P)E E+ of length 13 are 
divisible by some p E X. 
The set X = {x3, xyxyx, xyyxyxxy, (xyux)‘} c E+ is a set of 2-avoidable words; 
furthermore, we know that each word which is “long enough” is divisible by some 
p E X. Now we will look for the maximal ength 2 of words on E not divisible by 
an element of X 
Suppose we have determined all patterns on E of length k avoiding all elements 
of X. According to Property 2.1, it is sufficient o extend these words in order to 
obtain the words of length k 9 1 avoiding each element of X. Besides, since we 
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x/f 
.x-y:;/; / 
/ 
\y-x-x- 
\ 
\YG 
y\; 
Fig. 2. 
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consider words up to permutations and reversal, it is sufficient o extend the words 
of length k by adding the letters x and y at the right. 
We will construct a tree, where each path of length k beginning at the root and 
leading to a node represents a word of length k + 1 consisting of the letters that are 
the values of the nodes of this path. 
XXYYXXY 
/ 
XCX 
Y 
X 
\ YX y\y<x 
Y 
Fig. 3. 
/ 
AX 
x'Y 
xxyxyyxxyx- 
\ 0x y\y<x 
Y 
Fig. 4. 
XYXXYYXY / 
‘. 
HX 
.Y 
/x 
xyyxxyxy’y:x Y 
Fig. 5. 
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We start with the trees of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Figure 1 contains the words beginning 
with XX, whereas the words of Fig. 2 begin with xy. In Fig. 1, it remains a word of 
length 8, w1 = XQJ~~X, and a word of length 10, w2 = xxyxyyxxy~ (cf. the circled 
nodes in Fig. 1); they are continued in Fig. 3 and 4. 
In Fig. 2, there remain four words of length 8 (cf. the circled nodes); they are 
treated one by one in the same manner (see Fig. 5). 
Hence, the depth of the tree beginning with XX is 12; so the maximal ength of 
the represenied words is 13. This means that the longest words beginning with XX 
and avoiding all patterns of X are of length 12. 
The depth of the tree with root xy is 11; hence, the maximal length of words 
represented by the complete tree is 12. 
It follows that the maximal length of the represented words is 13. Cl 
5. Short avoidable patterns 
In the final section, we will give some specific results concerning s(p), where 
IpIG and PEE~={x,Y}* or PEE?= {x, y, z}*. Let A = {u, b}. We first consider 
p E Eg; hence, s(p) G 3 (cf. Proposition 2.6); we consider the patterns up to permuta- 
tion. Let 
Av( i) = { p E E* 11 pi = i, p avoidable, p = xp’}; 
i.e., Av(i) is the set of avoidable patterns on E2 of length i beginning with letter X. 
Av(3) = {x3, x’y, xy’}. Since each word on A of length 5 is divisible by x2y, so 
s(x2y) = s(xy2) = 3. 
Av(4) = {x4, x’y, xy3, x2yx, x2y2, xyx2, xy2x, (xY)~}. For each pattern p containing 
a cube, s(p) = 2 holds. For the other patterns, s(p) = 3 since all of them divide 
all words on A of length 17. 
Av(5) = {x’yx’, x2yxy, xyxy2, x2y2x, xy2x2, xyx2y, xy2xy,. . .) 
0 i 
( ) ii . . . 
( ) 111 
c 1 iv 
It can be shown that s(p) = 2 for p c {x2y2x, xy2x2, xyx2y, xy2xy} (cf. [ll]). 
All words on A of length 39 are divisible by p E {x’yxy, xyxy”), so s(p) = 3. 
There are 2’ words on A of length 5; hence each word w on A of length 
(2’+ 1) x 5 contains two subwords of length 5 which are equal and hence 
contain the same square of length at most 4. These two occurrences of u are 
separated by at least one letter. It follows that w is divisible by x2yx2. This 
proves Proposition 3.14. 
The *patterns p on E2 of length 5 not mentioned until now are either 
permutations and/or reversals of the other patterns (then s(p) has been 
discussed) or they contain a cube or an overlapping factor. For this last case, 
s(p) = 2 holds. 
l 1 Av(6)) = 32; Av(6) contains ten patterns which are overlap-free and cube-free. 
There exist words on A of length 150 avoiding them; so we suppose s(p) = 2 for 
all p E E+ of length 6 (cf. [ll]). 
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In the last part of this section, we use alph( w) to design the set of different letters 
of a word w: Let E be any alphabet, w E E+. Then alph( w) = {x s E 1 lwlx > 0). 
Now consider ES = {x, y, z}. The results are not so precise as in the case of E2 
since there exist much more structures on &. We will consider only patterns p with 
alph( p) = E3. 
- If IpI = 3, there is no avoidable pattern p with alph(p) = ES. 
- If IpI = 4, then no avoidable pattern p with alph( p) = ES is 2-avoidable, hence 
s(p) a 3. By writing these patterns explicitly, we see that either s(p) = 3 or s(p) = 00 
holds for them. 
- If IpI = 5 and alph( p) = E,, we may distinguish three cases: 
(i) The pattern p contains a cube; then s(p) = 2. 
(ii) The pattern p is cube-free, but contains a square. Then p contains an avoidable 
subword u with lalph(u)( = 2, and u is not 2-avoidable; the third letter serves 
as “boundary”. Hence, s(p) = 3. (Examples: xxyxz, xyzzx). 
(iii) If p is square-free, then p is unavoidable, hence s(p) = 00. 
- If IpI = 6 and alph(p) = ES, then there are patterns where we could not find 
arguments to draw conclusions about s(p) as before. (Exumples: xyzyxz, xyzyyx). 
Concerning p = xyzyxz, it is called a commututive square, i.e., a word of the form 
uv, where u is a permutation of v. All words on a 3-letter alphabet of length 8 
contain a commutative square, so p is not 3-avoidable. One knows from [9] that 
there exist infinite words on a S-letter alphabet avoiding the commutative square, 
hence p is S-avoidable. The case of the 4-letter alphabet is an open question. So 
s(xuzyxz) is still not determined. 
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